On that sizzling July afternoon, the girl who crossed at the stoplight in front of our car looked, as my mother would say, as though she had been poured into her pink shorts. The girl’s matching pink halter bared her stomach and clung to her nubbin breasts, leaving little to the imagination, as my mother would also say. Until that moment, it had never made any difference to me how much or little a girl’s clothing revealed, for my imagination had been entirely devoted to other mysteries. I was eleven. The girl was about fourteen, the age of my buddy Norman who lounged in the back seat with me. Staring after her, Norman elbowed me in the ribs and murmured, “Check out that chassis.” His mother glared around from the driver’s seat. “Hush your mouth.”

“I was talking about that sweet Chevy,” said Norman, pointing out a souped-up jalopy at the curb. “I know what you were talking about,” his mother snapped. No doubt she did know, since mothers could read minds, but at first I did not have a clue. Chassis? I knew what it meant for a car, an airplane, a radio, or even a cannon to have a chassis. But could a girl have one as well? I glanced after the retreating figure, and suddenly noticed with a sympathetic twitching in my belly the way her long raven ponytail swayed in rhythm to her walk and the way her fanny jostled in those pink shorts. In July’s dazzle of sun, her swinging legs and arms beamed at me a semaphore I could almost read.

As the light turned green and our car pulled away, Norman’s mother cast one more scowl at her son in the rearview mirror, saying, “Just think how it makes her feel to have you two boys gawking at her.”

How? I wondered. “Makes her feel like hot stuff,” said Norman, owner of a bold mouth. “If you don’t get your mind out of the gutter, you’re going to wind up in the state reformatory,” said his mother. Norman gave a snort. I sank into the seat, and tried to figure out what power had sprung from that sashaying girl to zap me in the belly. Only after much puzzling did it dawn on me that I must finally have drifted into the force-field of sex, as a space traveler who has lived all his years in free fall might rocket for the first time within gravitational reach of a star. Even as a bashful eleven-year-old I knew the word sex, of course, and I could paste that name across my image of the tantalizing girl. But a label for a mystery no more explains a mystery than the word gravity explains gravity. As I grew a beard and my taste shifted from girls to women, I acquired a more cagey language for speaking of desire, I picked up disarming theories. First by hearsay and then by experiment, I learned the delicious details of making babies. I came to appreciate the urgency for propagation that litters the road with maple seeds and drives salmon up waterfalls and yokes the newest crop of boys to the newest crop of girls. Books in their killjoy wisdom taught me that all the valentines and violins, the waltzes and glances, the long fever and ache of romance, were merely embellishments on biology’s instructions that we multiply our kind. And yet, the fraction of desire that actually leads to procreation is so vanishingly small as to seem irrelevant. In his lifetime a man sways to a million longings, only a few of which, or perhaps none at all, ever lead to the fathering of children. Now, thirty years away from that July afternoon, firmly married, twice a father, I am still humming from the power unleashed by the girl in pink shorts, still wondering how it made her feel to have two boys gawk at her, still puzzling over how to dwell in the force-field of desire.

How should a man look at women? It is a peculiarly and perhaps neurotically human question. Billy goats do not fret over how they should look at nanny goats. They look or don’t look, as seasons and hormones dictate, and feel what they feel without benefit of theory. There is more billy goat in most men than we care to admit. None of us, however, is pure goat. To live utterly as an animal would make the business of sex far tidier but also drearier. If we tried, like Rousseau, to peel off the layers
of civilization and imagine our way back to some pristine man and woman who have not yet been
corrupted by hand-me-down notions of sexuality, my hunch is that we would find, in our speculative
state of nature, that men regarded women with appalling simplicity. In any case, unlike goats, we
dwell in history. What attracts our eyes and rouses our blood is only partly instinctual. Other forces
contend in us as well: the voices of books and religions, the images of art and film and advertising,
the entire chorus of culture. Norman’s telling me to relish the sight of females and his mother’s
telling me to keep my eyes to myself are only two of the many voices quarreling in my head.

If there were a rule book for sex, it would he longer than the one for baseball (that byzantine sport),
more intricate and obscure than tax instructions from the Internal Revenue Service. What I present
here are a few images and reflections that cling, for me, to this one item in such a compendium of
rules: How should a man look at women?

Well before I was to see any women naked in the flesh, I saw a bevy of them naked in photographs,
hung in a gallery around the bed of my freshman roommate at college. A Playboy subscriber, he
would pluck the centerfold from its staples each month and tape another airbrushed lovely to the wall.
The gallery was in place when I moved in, and for an instant before I realized what I was looking at,
all that expanse of skin reminded me of a meat locker back in Newton Falls, Ohio. I never quite
shook that first impression, even after I had inspected the pinups at my leisure on subsequent days.
Every curve of buttock and breast was news to me, an innocent kid from the Puritan back roads.
Today you would be hard pressed to find a college freshman as ignorant as I was of female anatomy,
if only because teenagers now routinely watch movies at home that would have been shown, during
my teen years, exclusively on the fly-speckled screens of honky-tonk cinemas or in the basement of
the Kinsey Institute. I studied those alien shapes on the wall with a curiosity that was not wholly
sexual, a curiosity tinged with the wonder that astronomers must have felt when they pored over the
early photographs of the far side of the moon.

The paper women seemed to gaze back at me, enticing or mocking, yet even in my adolescent dither I
was troubled by the phony stare, for I knew this was no true exchange of looks. Those mascaraed
eyes were not fixed on me but on a camera. What the models felt as they posed I could only guess—
perhaps the boredom of any numbskull job, perhaps the weight of dollar bills, perhaps the sweltering
lights of fame, perhaps a tingle of the power that launched a thousand ships.

Whatever their motives, these women had chosen to put themselves on display. For the instant of the
photograph, they had become their bodies, as a prizefighter does in the moment of landing a punch,
as a weightlifter does in the moment of hoisting a barbell, as a ballerina does in the whirl of a
pirouette, as we all do in the crisis of making love or dying. Men, ogling such photographs, are
supposed to feel that where so much surface is revealed there can be no depths. Yet I never doubted
that behind the makeup and the plump curves and the two dimensions of the image there was an
inwardness, a feeling self as mysterious as my own. In fact, during moments when I should have been
studying French or thermodynamics, I would glance at my roommate’s wall and invent mythical lives
for those goddesses. The lives I made up were adolescent ones, to be sure; but so was mine. Without
that saving aura of inwardness, these women in the glossy photographs would have become merely
another category of objects for sale, alongside the sports cars and stereo systems and liquors
advertised in the same pages. If not extinguished, however, their humanity was severely reduced. And
if by simplifying themselves they had lost some human essence, then by gaping at them I had shared
in the theft.

What did that gaping take from me? How did it affect my way of seeing other women, those who
would never dream of lying nude on a fake tiger rug before the million-faceted eye of a camera? The bodies in the photographs were implausibly smooth and slick and inflated, like balloon caricatures that might be floated overhead in a parade. Free of sweat and scars and imperfections, sensual without being fertile, tempting yet impregnable, they were Platonic ideals of the female form, divorced from time and the flutter of living, excused from the perplexities of mind. No actual woman could rival their insipid perfection. The swains who gathered to admire my roommate’s gallery discussed the pinups in the same tones and in much the same language as the farmers back home in Ohio used for assessing cows. The relevant parts of male or female bodies are quickly named—and, the Kamasutra\(^3\) and Marquis de Sade\(^4\) notwithstanding, the number of ways in which those parts can be stimulated or conjoined is touchingingly small—so these studly conversations were more tedious than chit-chat about the weather. I would lie on my bunk pondering calculus or Aeschylus and unwillingly hear the same few nouns and fewer verbs issuing from one mouth after another, and I would feel smugly superior. Here I was, improving my mind, while theirs wallowed in the notorious gutter. Eventually the swains would depart, leaving in peace, and from the intellectual heights of my bunk I would glance across at those photographs—and yield to the gravity of lust. Idiot flesh! How stupid that a counterfeit stare and artful curves, printed in millions of copies on glossy paper, could arouse me. But there it was, not the first proof of my body’s automatism and not the last....

Aloof on their blankets like goddesses on clouds, the pinups did not belong to my funky world. I was invisible to them, and they were immune to my gaze. Not so the women who passed me on the street, met near me in classes, shared a table with me in the cafeteria: it was risky to stare at them. They could gaze back, and sometimes did, with looks both puzzling and exciting. It only complicated matters for me to realize that so many of these strangers had taken precautions that men should notice them. The girl in matching pink halter and shorts who set me humming in my eleventh year might only have wanted to keep cool in the sizzle of July. But these alluring college femmes had deeper designs. Perfume, eye shadow, uplift bras (about which I learned in the Sears catalog), curled hair, stockings, jewelry, lipstick, lace—what were these if not hooks thrown out into male waters?

I recall being mystified in particular by spike heels. They looked painful to me, and dangerous. Danger may have been the point, since the spikes would have made good weapons—they were affectionately known, after all, as stilettos. Or danger may have been the point in another sense, because a woman teetering along on such heels is tipsy, vulnerable, broadcasting her need for support. And who better than a man to prop her up, some guy who clomps around in brogans wide enough for the cornerstones of flying buttresses? (For years after college, I felt certain that spike heels had been forever banned, like bustles and foot-binding, but lately they have come back in fashion, and once more one encounters women teetering along on knife points.) Back in those days of my awakening to women, I was also baffled by lingerie. I do not mean underwear, the proletariat of clothing, and I do not mean foundation garments, pale and sensible. I mean what the woman who lives in the house behind ours—owner of a shop called “Bare Essentials”—refers to as “intimate apparel.” Those two words announce that her merchandise is both sexy and expensive. These flimsy items cost more per ounce than truffles, more than frankincense and myrrh. They are put-ons whose only purpose is in being taken off. I have a friend who used to attend the men’s-only nights at Bare Essentials, during which he would invariably buy a slinky outfit...

\(^2\) The Kinsey Institute is focused on scholarship in the field of human sexuality and related aspects of gender and reproduction.  
\(^3\) An ancient account (first century?) of the art and technique of Indian erotics  
\(^4\) A French author whose works oftentimes bordered on the pornographic
or two, by way of proving his serious purpose, outfits that wound up in the attic because his wife would not be caught dead in them. Most of the customers at the shop are women, however, as the models are women, and the owner is a woman. What should one make of that? During my college days I knew about intimate apparel only by rumor, not being that intimate with anyone who would have tricked herself out in such finery, but I could see the spike heels and other female trappings everywhere I turned. Why, I wondered then and wonder still, do so many women decorate themselves like dolls? And does that mean they wish to be viewed as dolls?

...Wherever a crown for beauty is to be handed out, many still line up to stake their claims. Recently, Miss Indiana Persimmon Festival was quoted in our newspaper about the burdens of possessing the sort of looks that snag men’s eyes. “Most of the time I enjoy having guys stare at me,” she said, “but every once in a while it makes me feel like a piece of meat.” The news photograph showed a cheerleader’s perky face, heavily made-up, with starched hair teased into a blond cumulus. She put me in mind not of meat but of a plastic figurine, something you might buy from a booth outside a shrine. Nobody should ever be seen as meat, mere juicy stuff to satisfy an appetite. Better to appear as a plastic figurine, which is not meant for eating, and which is a gesture, however crude, toward art. Joyce described the aesthetic response as a contemplation of form with-out the impulse to action. Perhaps that is what Miss Indiana Persimmon Festival wishes to inspire in those who look at her, perhaps that is what many women who paint and primp themselves desire: to withdraw from the touch of hands and dwell in the eye alone, to achieve the status of art...

I have never thought of myself as a sight. How much that has to do with being male and how much with having grown up on the back roads where money was scarce and eyes were few, I cannot say. As a boy, apart from combing my hair when I was compelled to and regretting the patches on my jeans (only the poor wore patches), I took no trouble over my appearance. It never occurred to me that anybody outside my family, least of all a girl, would look at me twice. As a young man, when young women did occasionally glance my way, without any prospect of appearing handsome I tried at least to avoid appearing odd. A standard haircut and the cheapest versions of the standard clothes were camouflage enough. Now as a middle-aged man I have achieved once more that boyhood condition of invisibility, with less hair to comb and fewer patches to humble me.

Many women clearly pass through the world aspiring to invisibility. Many others just as clearly aspire to be conspicuous. Women need not make spectacles of themselves in order to draw the attention of men. Indeed, for my taste, the less paint and fewer bangles the better. I am as helpless in the presence of subtle lures as a male moth catching a whiff of pheromones. I am a sucker for hair ribbons, a scarf at the throat, toes leaking from sandals, teeth bared in a smile. By contrast, I have always been more amused than attracted by the enameled exhibitionists whom our biblical mothers would identify as brazen hussies or painted Jezebels or, in the extreme cases, as whores of Babylon... To be turned into an object— whether by the brush of a painter or the lens of a photographer or the eye of a voyeur, whether by hunger or poverty or enslavement, by mugging or rape, bullets or bombs, by hatred, racism, car crashes, fires, or falls—is for each of us the deepest dread; and to reduce another person to an object is the primal wrong.

Caught in the vortex of desire, we have to struggle to recall the wholeness of persons, including ourselves.... In our mutual strangeness, men and women can be doorways one for another, openings into the creative mystery that we share by virtue of our existence in the flesh. “To be sensual,” James Baldwin writes, “is to respect and rejoice in the force of life, of life itself, and to be present in all that one does, from the effort of loving to the breaking of bread.” The effort of loving is reciprocal, not only in act but in desire, an I addressing a Thou, a meeting in that vivid presence. The distance a man
stares across at a woman, or a woman at a man, is a gulf in the soul, out of which a voice cries, *Leap, leap*....

Ever since I gawked at the girl in pink shorts, I have dwelt knowingly in the force-field of sex. Knowingly or not, it is where we all dwell. Like the masses of planets and stars, our bodies curve the space around us. We radiate signals constantly, radio sources that never go off the air. We cannot help being centers of attraction and repulsion for one another. That is not all we are by a long shot, nor all we are capable of feeling, and yet, even after our much-needed revolution in sexual consciousness, the power of Eros will still turn our heads and hearts. In a world without beauty pageants, there will still be beauty, however its definition may have changed. As long as men have eyes, they will gaze with yearning and confusion at women.